
ISLAMICA BUSINESS PLAN

In this part, we'll explore how to write a business plan based on your . our upcoming course: Sunnah of Start-Ups:
Muslim Business Mastery.

Also consider ethnic nuances. You can be the sole founder or start your business with a partner. Action Step:
Try to answer this question in no more than lines. But what is rarely discussed in the North American context
is what obligation Muslim businesses, especially Halal grocery stores, have to the Muslim community. The
market hasn't developed for a number of reasons, some of them can be attributed to Muslim consumers, others
to Muslim businesses. Action Step: In other words, what makes it different or better? Blood from the meat is
spread from meat counter to checkout counter, hands to money and pens, etc. Once you have a business idea,
what do you do? Finally, like the branches of a tree reaching to heavens, a well-thought-out and
properly-executed plan can bring about a successful conclusion with far-reaching consequences. It should also
address the potential of what Spain has to offer Muslim travelers: Islamic heritage sites, Halal food,
family-friendly atmosphere, etc. As extremism continues to lead headlines about Muslims, how can the story
about global Muslim entrepreneurs shine beyond the small minority of extremists who make headlines?
Unfortunately, this precious Sunnah, however, is not apparent in the lives and actions of the Muslims today.
Level 2: Unique Media Access: This level of customization focuses on engaging the Muslim audience by
using media channels that are targeted towards Muslims. In Chicago alone, there are a minimum of 60 retail
Halal meat shops that are owned and operated by Muslims. The Imam tried to convince the Muslim brother to
stop selling these publications. Consider using targeted channels that include local media, religious media, in
addition to other Muslim lifestyle channels. In showcasing these Muslim focused startups we believe that
investors can see the true market opportunity and talent growing throughout the world. To mislead his enemy,
who believed he would head north to join the rest of the Muslims in Yathrib, Muhammad and Abu Baker
headed south instead and hid in the cave of Thour south of Makkah. At the time, the beleaguered Allies were
on the brink of losing the war. The companion of the Prophet and Second Caliph, Umar Ibn Al-Khattab also
said: For your worldly affairs, construct your plans based on the assumption that you are going to live forever,
and as for the work reserved for the Hereafter, create your programs based on the assumption that you are
going to die tomorrow. A story that has resonated so deeply with Muslims globally that last year when we
published our first article in this series it was translated into six languages and reached all over the earth.
Action Step: Look at where you intend to be. Mapping out a business plan this way is different than the
traditional route. How do you make money? However, the problems outlined in it cannot be ignored. Seeking
profit is not a bad aim, but it should be secondary. Such stories are inspirations for Muslims to plan their tasks
and affairs wisely. Step 3: Customization Strategy In developing your strategy, you will need to determine
how far you will customize your product or services for the Muslim market. This article contains affiliate
links. Doing this will also reduce overhead costs and in the long run, the price of products for your consumers.
What are the projected financials for the company? There are two types of business you can run: 1
Product-based business: This can be an online product such as a software product or a physical product such
as computers, clothes or food. Whether you are a graphic designer, attorney or a consultant, you are essentially
selling yourself. For example some of the trends in travel include an increasingly growing middle class,
increased digital connectively, and rise of socially responsible travel. You will also need to consider how you
will accommodate both Muslim and non-Muslim clients. Unique communication strategy: Customize your
messaging to appeal to Muslim values, needs and sensitivities. But after a while, Imam Wahhaj noticed they
were back on the shelves.


